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Abstract
Article is devoted to a research of the multicircuit slot mechanism for the plant of bushes vertically
- the spindle harvest device of the mechanical cotton picker.
Research objective is carrying out the structural analysis of the multicircuit slot mechanism for the
plant of bushes for identification of the reasons of its insufficient reliability and the development of
optimum structure of the mechanism providing its sufficient reliability, durability and technological
effectiveness.
The method of the structural analysis of a kinematic chain of the multicircuit slot mechanism
determines quantities of the main mobile links and classes of kinematic couples, degree of freedom and
the number of excess (six) communications of the mechanism. It is established that because of existence
in a kinematic chain of excess communications, statically we will not define the mechanism. Taking into
account possible errors of production and assembly flat multicircuit mechanisms can be considered as
spatial. For definition of degree of freedom of a kinematic chain as spatial mechanism, Malyshev's
formula which as the universal structural formula, allowed to estimate rationality of structure of the
considered mechanism is used.
For elimination of excess communications in a kinematic chain of the mechanism, using a method
of replacement of the lowest kinematic couples on the highest, the lowest kinematic couple a sliding bar
with a crank with degree of freedom of p1=1 (v) is replaced with the highest (a sphere in a cylinder) with
degree of freedom of p4=4 (в, в, в, o) therefore statically definable kinematic system is received.
The optimum structure of a kinematic chain of the multicircuit slot mechanism where degree of
freedom of the mechanism it is equal to unit W = 1 is developed, that is the mechanism is set in motion by
one propeller. Assembly of such mechanism happens without deformation of links are established and
quite meet requirements of reliability, durability and technological effectiveness. In the course of work
mechanisms without excess communications work without scratch and noise.
Key word: cotton picker, mechanism, structure, kinematic couple, multicircuit, crank, sliding
member.
Introduction. At the Tashkent state technical university (TSTU) the mechanical cotton picker
(MCP) with the spindle drums equipped with the multicircuit link mechanism for the plant of bushes
(MPB) in the working chamber [1.2] which at cross-validation state testing vertically spindle KHOUM
proved the advantage on agro technical indicators on increased by 50% of operating speed of rather serial
machines was developed.
Multicircuit link MPB represents the crank and link mechanism (fig. 1) having three main mobile
links placed in a serial spindle drum. Mobile links of the mechanism – mechanism of governing plants for
working camera (round rods) - the rotating and shaking scenes, in the course of work supporting sliding
bar on a spindle drum in a input part of the working chamber influences fruit branches and boxes of a
cotton, directing them to opposite spindles. Thereby earlier is provided and is longer than in serial,
engagement of spindles with cotton boxes, i.e. favorable conditions for process of collecting by cottonraw spindles at the increased machine speeds are created.
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Fig. 1. A schematic circuit of a spindle
drum with multicircuit link MPB. 4sliding member
1 cogwheels, the 2nd shaft an
axis of the rotating scenes, a 3-upper
disk, 4 cylinder (crank), a 5-sliding
member (the shaking stone, a 6-round
rod of the rotating coulisse, the 7cartridge rotating the scenes, the 8shaking coulisse, 9- axis of cartridges, 10
– the lower disk.

Use of MPB on hinged KHOUM of HNP-1.8A with the increased operating speed KHOUM for
50%, according to state tests in the Uzbek machine testing station [3], allowed to bring completeness of
harvesting in the machine bunker on the first collecting to 88.5%, and for double collecting up to 92.5%.
Semi-hinged MX-1.8 KHOUM the equipped MPB by results of cross-validation testing KHOUM in the
State center of tests and certification of the new equipment and technologies of the Republic of
Uzbekistan in a season showed to cleaning of cotton-raw of 2014 completeness of collecting on the first
collecting 85.13%, against serial 79.61%. At double collecting the second collecting was made at once
after the first collecting, the machine equipped with MPB collected in the bunker 93.99%, at 90.7% at
compared serial [4].
At the same time introduction to construction of a spindle drum of multicircuit link MPB
considerably complicated it, increased metal consumption and an energy consumption. It and also
tolerances and assemblies led to decrease in constructive reliability - during tests there were failures in the
form of breakdowns and bends of separate details of the mechanism, such as round rod of the rotating
coulisse, failure of weld joints of balsas to a cylinder, bends of rods of the shaking scenes.
Analyzing causes of failures, came to a conclusion about need carrying out in-depth studies of
structure of MPB for development of its optimum structure as multicircuit link mechanism.
Object and methods. In a kinematic chain of a spindle drum with multicircuit link MPB, the
movement (torsional moment) from a cogwheel 5 (see fig. 1) 6 is transmitted through a shaft to an upper
disk 7.
To flanges upper 7 and the lower disk 9, the cylinder 1, which transfers a torsional moment to the
lower disk and working links of the multicircuit link mechanism, is welded. The crank (cylinder) transfers
a torsional moment to a round rod of the rotating coulisse 31 by means of a sliding bar (the swinging
stone) 2. Round rod 31 is rigidly connected to cartridge 32. To the cartridge of the rotating coulisse in turn
eleven shaking scenes 4 pivotally are connected. The shaking scenes are set in motion on the one hand
from a crank by means of sliding bar in a point of Bi and from the cartridge of the rotating coulisse in a
point of a swivel joint of Ci. At the same time, rotation of the cartridge of the rotating coulisse depends on
rotation of a crank on some pattern.
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Such mechanisms two are installed in the spindle reel - the upper cartridge - at the height of 400 …
450 mm and the lower cartridge – at the height of 200 … 250 mm from the lower disk of a spindle drum.
Let's make structural analysis of multicircuit MPB.
Each mechanism consists of three main mobile links (a crank, a sliding bar and the rotating
coulisse) and eleven shaking scenes which are pivotally connected to the rotating coulisse in a point of Ci
and to a crank by means of sliding bar in Bi point, and make planimetric (repeated) communications. We
can carry these units because of identity in a form of construction and the principle of the movement, on
two groups - sliding bar of 11 pieces, and the shaking scenes of 11 pieces.
It is well-known that the mechanical engineering cannot be represented without link mechanisms.
Many famous authors [5-12] considered and studied link mechanisms in many manuals. And investigated
by many leading scientists in the field of the theory of mechanisms of machines [13-24]. Link
mechanisms in these works are investigated.
For achievement of the specified purpose we use a technique of structural analysis of a kinematic
chain of the mechanism.
For defining of freedom degree of kinematic flails of the multicircuit link mechanism, we will
analyze kinematic couples of the main links of the mechanism.
1 link – a cylinder of a spindle drum - the entrance link is a link to which the movement
transformed by the mechanism to required movements of other links is reported. It rotates around axis O
(see fig. 3, a) on 360 °, is called - a crank [6];

а)

б)

в)

г)

Fig. 2. A schematic circuit of multicircuit link MZK for a spindle drum
1 crank (cylinder); a 2-sliding member (the swinging stone); A 31-round rod of the rotating coulisse; 32 the cartridge of the rotating coulisse; 4-shaking coulisse (a round rod)
2 –the sliding member - turns on some limited coal around the vertical axis of fastening to a crank
(cylinder) in Bi point (see fig. 3, b);
3 – the link - the rotating coulisse, consists of two rigidly connected
details: 31 – the round rod has reciprocating motion concerning a sliding member in B3 point, and is
rigidly connected to the cartridge in C0 point; 32 – the cartridge – it is pivotally connected to a rack on axis
D and rotates around this axis on 360 ° (see fig. 3, c);
Round rod 31 is connected to cartridge 32 rigidly, points of their relative positioning do not change
therefore we will consider them as a link consisting of two rigidly connected details. As the round rod has
reciprocating motion concerning a sliding member to B0 point, and the cartridge rotates around axis D on
360 °, we will call it the rotating crank arm.
4 link – other all 11 round rods as they have reciprocating motion concerning a sliding member in
Bi point (see fig. 3, d), and with the cartridge have a swivel joint in a point of Ci which allows to turn on
limited угол-αi (see fig. 3, d), we will call them – the shaking scenes.
For structural analysis we will consider communications of kinematic couples separately.
According to the theory of mechanisms of machines on any kinematic couple from two firm links having
movable connections are imposed from one to five conditions of communication – S, on relative the
movement of these links [6]. And the number of degrees of freedom of a link of a kinematic couple – N is
defined from expression:
Н=6-S
(1)
In a spindle drum as was it is stated above, such mechanisms it is set two and they are identical on
construction, with one general initial link – a crank (1 link). As the crank with a rack is the general initial
link for both cartridges, quantity of the main mobile links (without additional planimetric links) on the
second cartridge two (n=2), a sliding member and the rotating coulisse
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The first kinematic couple consists of two details: a motionless axis of spindle reel A and pivotally
the crank (cylinder) connected to it (see fig. 2, a) which has only rotational motion around this axis. As,
the first link – an axis of a spindle drum in a point And - we will accept its motionless, it treats a rack, and
the cylinder has only rotational motion around axis A on 360 ͦ, it treats a crank. Possible movements are
imposed by the 5th on the others communication conditions. We define degree of freedom for a kinematic
couple from expression (1):
Н=6-S=6-5=1
The second kinematic couple a sliding member (a link stone) concerning a crank has an
opportunity to turn on a limited corner αi on a vertical axis of the fastening in Bi point (see fig. 2, b),
possible movements are imposed by the 5th on the others communication conditions. We define degree of
freedom of a kinematic couple from expression (1): N = 6-S=6-5=1
Kinematic couple - p1 (c) one-mobile, rotary. As, on a spindle drum two cartridges of the
mechanism at the different levels on height, such kinematic couples too two p1 (c) =2 piece are installed.
The third kinematic couple - the rotating crank – a sliding bar. The round rod of the rotating
coulisse, concerning a sliding bar has reciprocating the movement in Bi point (see fig. 2 v), possible
movements are imposed by the 5th on the others communication conditions. We define degree of freedom
of a kinematic couple from expression (1):
Н=6-S=6-5=1
Kinematic couple – p1 (p) one-mobile, progressive, such kinematic couples on a spindle drum also
two r1 (o) =2 piece.
We define degree of freedom of a kinematic chain of the main links of the mechanism, consisting
of five mobile links: a crank (fig. 2 a) of-1 piece, a sliding bar (fig. 2 b). And also the rotating crank (fig.
2 v) (without 11 pieces of the shaking scenes and 11 pieces of sliding bar), number of mobile links of n=5
and number of kinematic couples with one degree of freedom r1=4.
We determine degree of freedom of a kinematic chain of the mechanism for the flat mechanism by
P.L. Chebyshev's formula [6-8]:
W= 3n-2pн-pв
(2)
where: n – number of the main mobile links of a kinematic chain, n=3
pн - number of kinematic couples of the lowest class (a kinematic couple with degree of freedom of H=1,
pн =4 pieces;
рв - number of kinematic couples of the top class (a kinematic couple with degrees of freedom H=2,
pв = 0 pieces.
From expression (2) we have:
W = 3n - 2pн - pв = 3·5 - 2·7 - 0 = 1
It means that this mechanism has one initial link or one generalized coordinate.
In the analysis of the mechanism with optimum structure consider that the rack considered as a
rigid motionless link in actual practice under the influence of applied loads deformations are exposed. In
the deformed status they can have impacts on relative provisions of elements not only within one
kinematic couple, but also within the closed kinematic chain of the mechanism. At the wrong choice of
the structure, diagram jammings (jamming) of some elements of a kinematic couple, emergence of
considerable additional loadings because of a distortion, a bend, stretching of links, excessive wear of
elements of a kinematic couple are in use possible what to lead to increase in an energy consumption of
the mechanism, low reliability, frequent failures of construction.
Taking into account possible tolerances and assembly flat mechanisms can be considered as space as
it is noted in [6] (above we considered the mechanism in the plane). In this regard, for definition we
determine degree of freedom of a kinematic chain of space mechanisms by Malyshev's formula which
becomes the universal structural formula allowing to estimate rationality of structure of the considered
mechanism.
W= 6n - ( 5p1+4p2+3р3 +2р4 +р5-q )
or
4

(3)
where: 6 – the number showing that at the space movement each link has six degrees of freedom; 5,
4, 3, 2 and 1 – the number of the communications imposed on relative movements of links corresponding
one - two - three - etc. to mobile kinematic couples; p1, p2, …, p5 – respectively quantity and a look one two - three - four - and five mobile kinematic couples.
In a formula (3) degree of mobility of a kinematic chain of the mechanism (W) is for geometrical
reasons the known value equal to the number of generalized coordinates, i.e. quantity of an initial link
(initial links) with the set law of the movement, in it only the number of excess communications - q is
subject to definition
(4)
q – total number of excess (repeated) communications, which duplicate other communications, can
enter the total number of the imposed communications, without reducing mobility of the mechanism, only
turning it into statically indefinable system [6]. In number the number of excess communications (q) is
equal to the number of the sizes demanding exact execution. With accounting of excess communications,
freedom degree for the space mechanism we can will determine by Malyshev's formula:
W= 6n - ( 5p1+4p2+3р3 +2р4 +р5-q )= 6·5 - 5·7 + q = q-5
Excess communications for the considered mechanism where W=1, we define from expression (4):
q=W- 6·n+(5·p1 +4·p2 +3р3 +2р4 +р5 ) = 1- 6·5+5·7 = 6
It means that in this mechanism three sizes demand exact execution. Such sizes are movement on
Oy axes and turns on axes of Ox and Oz of the closing kinematic couple. For normal functioning of this
mechanism, it is necessary to carry out axes of all rotary kinematic couples parallel, without distortion
concerning the plane of the movement of kinematic links, which also should be not warped (i.e. not bent).
At design of the structural diagram of the mechanism, without excess planimetric communications,
should provide conditions of assembly of the closed kinematic chains (circuits) of the mechanism. It is the
kinematic chain forming the closed circuit (or mechanism circuits, should gather without tightness even in
the presence of deviations of the sizes of links and deviations of arrangement of a surface and axes of
elements of a kinematic couple. Aim to develop such skeleton diagram, which would eliminate possibility
of additional loadings in a kinematic couple due to configuration change of a circuit of links irrespective
of the accuracy of production of details or deformability of a rack and other links [6] for real mechanisms.
If there are no excess communications, i.e. q = 0, then assembly of the mechanism happens without
deformation of links. Self-installed links, which are established and quite meet requirements of reliability,
durability and technological effectiveness. Mechanisms without excess communications work at practice
without scratch and noise. The mechanism without excess communications has optimum structure and is
called self-established [7] by Reshetov's definition. If excess communications are, i.e. q> 0, then
assembly of the mechanism and the movement of its links are possible only at their deformation. Signs of
existence in the mechanism of excess communications it is a scratch, squeal and noise during the
operation of such mechanisms.
In the main engine the kinematic chain has 3 excess communications. q>0 – it means this kinematic
system statically of a indeterminate. To bring it into statistically definable kinematic system it is
necessary that q equaled to zero. For achievement of it is necessary will replace one of the lowest
kinematic couples with the highest kinematic couple, with degree of freedom of H=4.
For this purpose a kinematic couple of a sliding member with a crank – the lowest a kinematic
couple with degree of freedom it is replaceable on the highest (a sphere in a cylinder) a kinematic couple
with degree of freedom of p4=1 (v, v, v, o) therefore we will receive a kinematic system statistically
definable.
The kinematic couple a sliding member concerning a crank has an opportunity to turn on a limited
corner on an axis of the fastening in Bi point (see fig. 4, b), with degree of freedom of p1=1 (v). The point
of Bi belongs to three links of the mechanism at once: to a crank-1, polzushke-2 and the rotating coulisse3. We can replace a swivel joint of a sliding member with a crank (see fig. 4, b), on a sphere in a cylinder.
Then we will receive a space kinematic couple with freedom degree: 3-rotary on coordinate axes of XYZ,
5

and on limited forward p4=1 in a cylinder (v, v, v, o), communication conditions are imposed on other 2
possible movements.

Fig.3. The scheme of a kinematic couple of a sliding
member with a crank a sphere in a cylinder
with p4=4 (в, в, в, o),
Now we will define degree of freedom of a kinematic couple from expression (1)
Н=6-S=6-2=4
The kinematic couple a crank – a sliding bar (a sphere in a cylinder) has 4 degrees of mobility r4
(3v, p) and such kinematic couples of 2 pieces, on one for each cartridge.
Taking into account the made changes we define excess communications in the kinematic scheme
of the main mobile links of the mechanism
q=W- 6·n+5·p1 +4·p2 +3р3 +2р4 +р5 =1- 6·5+5·5+2·2=0
Now a kinematic chain of the mechanism is statically an definable.
Results and discussion. As it was stated above in the mechanism except the main links there are
still in addition 22 shaking scenes and 22 sliding bar, with kinematic couples which are necessary for
technological efficiency of the multicircuit link mechanism and belong to planimetric communication.
Then, without planimetric communications if to analyze a vertical spindle drum with two cartridges that
we will receive:
The structural diagram the mechanism in original form:
- the main mobile ringing nосн =3+2=5 pieces.
Kinematic couples of the fifth class р1=7 pieces:
- a ranc А - crank р1 = 1 pieces;
A ranc D – rotating crank р1 = 1·2=2 pieces;
- a crank – sliding member р1 = 1·2=2 pieces;
- rotating crank of sliding bar р1 = 1·2=2 pieces;
kinematic couple of the second class р4:
crank – sliding bar р4 =0 piece.
Kinematic couples of the fifth class r1:
After a solution of objectives, with conversion of kinematic couples, the structural diagram of the
considered multicircuit link mechanism is provided to optimum structure and has the following indicators
specified in tab. 1.
Table 1. Comparative data of results of structural analysis of multicircuit link MPB
mechanisms
parameters
involved
involved
Input link
Number of the main mobile links, n
(piece)
Kinematic couples (piece)
Kinematic couples of the fifth class
p1 (piece)
Kinematic couples of the second class
p4 (piece)
Kinematic couples of the first class p5
(piece)
Degree of freedom of a kinematic

On considered
mechanism
1
4

On the mechanism
with optimum
structure
1
4

7
7

7
5

0

2

0

0

5

1
6

chain, W
Excess communications of q (piece)

6

0

Conclusion. By results of the conducted researches in a kinematic chain of multicircuit link MZK of
a spindle drum, excess communications are eliminated. Kinematic chain of the mechanism statically
definable. Such mechanisms without excess planimetric communications are called self-established or
optimum, rational structure [7]. Such skeleton diagram gathers without tightness even at deviations of the
sizes of links and deviations of arrangement of surfaces and axes of elements a kinematic couple,
eliminates possible emergence of additional loadings in a kinematic couple due to configuration change
of a circuit of links irrespective of the accuracy of production of details or deformability column and other
links. Elimination of excess communications provides high reliability, decrease in wear of details,
increase in useful effect of the machine, decrease in operating costs [6].
In the developed structure of a kinematic chain of the mechanism has degree of freedom W=1, i.e.
the entrance link of the mechanism is set in motion by one engine.
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